response and is essential for analyzing the contribution of SST biases to coupled model mean state biases. Our experiments show that MPI-ESM mean-state biases in the Atlantic sector are mainly driven by SST biases in the tropical Atlantic while teleconnections from other basins seem to play a minor role.
Introduction
The majority of current coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) suffers from substantial biases in simulating sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) in the tropical Atlantic (TA) in terms of climatological seasonal cycle and climate mean state. The most common shortcoming of these models is a warm SST bias in the south-eastern tropical Atlantic (SETA) (e.g. Fig. 1 ). The bias maximum often exceeds 5 K and is centered at the eastern boundary of the basin in the upwelling region of the NamibianAngolan coast (Richter et al. 2012a; Toniazzo and Woolnough 2014; Voldoire et al. 2014) . The extension of this warm bias spreads towards the equator and covers a large fraction of the basin. Moreover, several AOGCMs simulate too cold SSTs along the coast of Venezuela and Brazil. In many cases the combination of the aforementioned erroneous SSTs leads to a reversal of the annual mean equatorial SST gradient (Davey et al. 2002; DeWitt 2005; Richter and Xie 2008) .
The large-scale positive bias in the SETA as well as local biases in tropical Atlantic coastal regions constitute a long-standing problem with only little improvement over Abstract As many coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models, the coupled Earth System Model developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology suffers from severe sea-surface temperature (SST) biases in the tropical Atlantic. We performed a set of SST sensitivity experiments with its atmospheric model component ECHAM6 to understand the impact of tropical Atlantic SST biases on atmospheric circulation and precipitation. The model was forced by a climatology of observed global SSTs to focus on simulated seasonal and annual mean state climate. Through the superposition of varying tropical Atlantic bias patterns extracted from the MPI-ESM on top of the control field, this study investigates the relevance of the seasonal variation and spatial structure of tropical Atlantic biases for the simulated response. Results show that the position and structure of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) across the Atlantic is significantly affected, exhibiting a dynamically forced shift of annual mean precipitation maximum to the east of the Atlantic basin as well as a southward shift of the oceanic rain belt. The SST-induced changes in the ITCZ in turn affect seasonal rainfall over adjacent continents. However not only the ITCZ position but also other effects arising from biases in tropical Atlantic SSTs, e.g. variations in the wind field, change the simulation of precipitation over land. The seasonal variation and spatial pattern of tropical Atlantic SST biases turns out to be crucial for the simulated atmospheric the last years of model development (Richter and Xie 2008; Toniazzo and Woolnough 2014) . Plenty of recent studies provide a detailed investigation of these SST biases and their interaction with other mean state model biases, hypothesizing on their origin and development but to a lesser extent dealing with their impacts on climate simulations. Approaches to solving SST-bias related problems prove to be dependent on the considered model and its parameterizations. Yet there is high agreement that nearequatorial westerly wind biases causing an anomalous weak current of surface water, are a key factor for the simulated near-equatorial SST biases (Richter et al. 2012b ). The consequential decrease in upwelling of cooler water causes positive temperature anomalies in the eastern basin. At this the positive Bjerknes feedback between SST gradient and near-surface winds enhances SST biases along the equator. Since equatorial westerly wind biases are even present in atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) forced by observed SSTs, atmospheric biases are suggested to play an important role in generating near-equatorial warm SST biases (Voldoire et al. 2014 ).
The poor representation of coastal upwelling is mainly caused by weaker than observed alongshore winds yielding reduced Ekman transport (Xu et al. 2014) . A remote effect due to oceanic Kelvin waves may be relevant as well. Furthermore, due to the coarse horizontal resolution global models fail to represent small-scale orographic features as well as oceanic mesoscale eddies, both of them appear to be important mechanisms for coastal upwelling (Richter 2015) .
Another important contributor to warm SST biases in the tropical Atlantic is the shortcoming of most general circulation models (GCMs) to realistically simulate stratocumulus clouds. The well-documented underestimation of cloud cover in GCMs is element of a positive atmosphere-ocean feedback mechanism that favors to maintain and even intensify warm SST biases. Simulated reduced cloudiness leads to excessive downward shortwave radiation, warming the surface and consequently decreasing lower tropospheric stability and degrading favorable conditions of stratocumulus formation (Voldoire et al. 2014) . To what extent the model resolution contributes to the simulated biases is still an open debate. A positive effect of increased resolution on horizontal winds can be found near coasts. It is linked to a better resolved land orography. Also, the relative importance of individual error sources and their coupling has not been fully addressed yet (Richter 2015) .
While possible causes of tropical Atlantic SST biases have already been subject of numerous studies, there was very little effort spent on the examination of influences arising from these biases (Wahl et al. 2011; Murakami et al. 2014; Sasaki et al. 2014) . That is why we want to address this issue in our study. How SST biases impact the simulation of climate appears to be an important question for the interpretation and reliability of model output. Ignoring consequences of such SST biases increases the uncertainty of projected global climate change. SST biases may drastically distort model results and by that possibly modify future climate projections, society relies on.
For instance, studies focusing on the role of SST anomalies in the tropical Atlantic sector (due to natural variability) document important correlations between Atlantic SSTs and regional rainfall (Fontaine and Janicot 1996; Yoon and Zeng 2010) as well as connections to climate in other basins (Kucharski et al. 2008) . Consequently, SST biases being always present, artificial anomalies may cause substantial changes in climate simulations. Especially for the Amazon and Sahel region where future climate change is still very uncertain and inconsistently simulated in different GCMs (Borges et al. 2014; Saini et al. 2015) , a quantification of changes depending on SST biases may be a useful information. Ashfaq et al. (2010) introduced a possible way of evaluating the influence of tropical SST biases on climate predictions by conducting a quantile-based bias correction. They found a substantial effect on precipitation distribution over many regions due to changes in atmospheric moisture content and circulation, driven by TA SST biases.
First studies discovered a positive feedback between warm SST errors in the south-eastern Atlantic, equatorial errors and precipitation (Toniazzo and Woolnough 2014) . Xu et al. (2014) analyze multi-model ensembles from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 and 3 archive (CMIP5 and CMIP3) and show that the SETA bias is responsible for a southward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ and a cooling of the tropical western Atlantic.
In this study, we want to approach the investigation of bias impacts in a more idealized way. Our analysis is based on atmosphere-only simulations using the AGCM ECHAM6. We force the model with a climatology of SST boundary conditions to neglect interannual variability and focus on annual mean state effects as well as implications on seasonal timescales. In different configurations, anomaly patterns limited to the tropical Atlantic region are added to the observed SST field that remains unchanged elsewhere.
With this new approach of addressing the mean-state SST bias problem by performing uncoupled atmospheric sensitivity experiments, we test the sensitivity of atmospheric climate simulations in ECHAM6 to TA SST biases. Aim of this study is also the comparison of the atmospheric response to TA SST biases with coupled model mean-state biases to derive the contribution of SST biases to the prevalence of other prominent biases in the MPI-ESM. Ignoring interannual variability in the boundary conditions does not only reduce complexity of our experiments but also allows for a general statement, if interannual variability is important for the contribution to coupled model meanstate biases at all. Disregarding atmosphere-ocean interactions, our experiments do not allow for a complete analysis of mechanisms driven by TA SST biases. However, due to the elimination of ocean feedbacks, the direct atmospheric response can be understood more easily and simulated changes are attributable to TA SST biases only because SSTs in all other basins are unchanged.
Besides examining the direct influence of tropical Atlantic SST biases on atmospheric circulation and precipitation patterns, the relevance of the temporal and spatial structure of the TA bias pattern will be elucidated. We will show that TA mean-state biases in the MPI-ESM have a strong seasonal cycle (Fig. 1 ) that must be considered for the analysis of the intra-annual atmospheric response. Furthermore, our sensitivity study demonstrates that cold biases in the western part of the tropical Atlantic are not minor important than positive SST biases in the SETA for the modulation of the basin-wide climate.
Model and experimental design
To investigate the impact of tropical Atlantic SST biases we perform a set of SST sensitivity experiments. Numerical model simulations for this study have been performed using the atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) ECHAM6 ) (version 3). ECHAM6 is used as the atmospheric component in the fully comprehensive MPI Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) . Here, we perform uncoupled AGCM simulations by prescribing global sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice concentrations (SICs). In our model configuration we use a Gaussian T63 grid providing 1.8 • × 1.8 • horizontal resolution at the equator. 47 levels in the vertical resolve the atmosphere up to 0.01 hPa (∼80 km, high-top model). To reduce complexity and focus on the influence of tropical Atlantic SST biases on the climate mean state, we neglect interannual variability of the background state by forcing the model with climatological boundary conditions. Seasonal climatologies have been derived from historical AMIP-II boundary conditions (Taylor et al. 2000) .
All experiments are integrated for 50 years to create a sufficient large ensemble to get statistical robust results.
Our control simulation (CTL) is forced by monthly mean SST and SIC boundary conditions, averaged over the historical period . Despite forcing the model with a climatology of observed SSTs, it simulates precipitation and wind biases (Siongco et al. 2014) . Throughout the year the ITCZ in CTL is simulated broader than observed and slightly shifted to the south (Fig. 2) . In the annual mean, CTL displaces the ITCZ maximum to the west while it is observed centered over the Atlantic. The precipitation bias is accompanied by a zonal wind bias predominating in the northeast of the Atlantic. These biases confirm common shortcomings among uncoupled AGCMs (Siongco et al. 2014; Voldoire et al. 2014) .
Sensitivity experiments for this study are characterized by superimposing an SST bias pattern on the tropical Atlantic SST field in varying configurations. We define the tropical Atlantic as the maritime region from 30 • S to 30 • N with lateral boundaries of the North and South American continent in the west and Africa in the east (see also Fig. 1 ). Global SIC and SSTs outside the tropical Atlantic region remain unchanged compared to CTL. At the northern and southern boundaries of the tropical Atlantic region, SSTs have been smoothed towards the undisturbed SST field by computing weighted averages of each boundary grid point (weight 1.0) with its 8 surrounding points (weighted 0.5 above and aside, 0.3 in the corners), respectively.
The main bias pattern for the sensitivity experiments has been taken from a historical simulation of the MPI-ESM coupled model (version 1.1). The referred MPI-ESM simulation has been performed following the CMIP5 setup for post-1850 climate simulations incorporating closeto-observed forcing. To derive a climatological SST bias pattern for the tropical Atlantic, we have considered the years 1979-2005 only and compared simulated SSTs with AMIP-II reanalysis (Fiorino 2000) , using monthly data of the respective period. As a first step, the simulated SST field has been corrected by removing the field-mean, monthly-mean bias in surface temperature within the global tropical belt (30 • S-30 • N) for the considered period which varies between −0.5 K (August) and −1.3 K (March). This approach accounts for general MPI-ESM model biases in the tropics that are not limited to the Atlantic Ocean and therefore, are not the object of our study. Then, the SST bias pattern of the tropical Atlantic has been computed as the departure of corrected MPI-ESM SSTs from the observed state. Finally, a climatology has been calculated by averaging the resulting multi-year monthly anomalies over the whole period 1979-2005. Figure 1 shows the seasonal cycle of the resulting climatological SST bias pattern.
Based on the derived bias pattern, three different SST boundary conditions have been constructed. Table 1 describes main characteristics of the individual simulations. In experiment BIAS_mm the TA bias pattern is superimposed onto the SST field of CTL in its unchanged and complete shape. Consequently, BIAS_mm captures the climatological-mean seasonal variability in the TA as simulated by the MPI-ESM, including its biases. For a better understanding of the simulated response, two additional experiments are performed. In BIAS_mp, solely the positive part of the SST bias pattern, mainly located in the SETA, is considered. The experiment helps to eliminate the atmospheric response to the part, that can be attributed to positive biases in the TA only. It conforms to a differential warming of the Southern Atlantic. Experiment BIAS_ am is characterized by superposing the annual-mean bias pattern onto the control field for each month, neglecting the seasonal evolution of the coupled model biases. Both BIAS_mp and BIAS_am serve as potential simplification of the spatial and temporal structure of the primitive bias pattern. Additionally, since one fundamental scope of application of GCMs is the projection of future climate, we examine the atmospheric response to tropical Atlantic SST biases in a simplified global warming scenario (Table 2) . Idealizing global warming by a homogeneous increase of global SSTs by 2 K and suggesting that the MPI-ESM SST bias pattern remains unchanged under warmer conditions, we rerun CTL and the sensitivity experiment BIAS_mm with this changed background state.
Analysis methods
Impacts of TA SST biases on the atmospheric circulation and precipitation distribution are examined by focusing on differences of monthly mean values between SST sensitivity experiments and the AGCM control simulation (BIAS_xx−CTL). Using a two-tailed Student's t test we focus on simulated changes that are statistical significant at the 95% confidence level.
Assessing model performance skill and relative importance of biases in both of the coupled model and uncoupled sensitivity experiments we compare our results to observations and reanalysis data. As reference for global precipitation we use the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) Version-2 monthly precipitation analysis (Adler et al. 2003) . For global surface temperature and horizontal winds we use the NCEP-DOE AMIP-II reanalysis (R-2), since it is consistent with AMIP-II boundary conditions of SST and SIC that are used in our sensitivity experiments (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) . All data has been bilinearly interpolated to T63 horizontal resolution to match the ECHAM6 resolution used in this study.
To quantify simulated changes of a parameter X compared to its reference state O (e.g. CTL, observations, reanalysis) and relate it to mean state biases in the coupled model we define its bias index BI X as:
Overbars indicate the time mean, angle brackets the area average over a certain domain.
Changes in the moisture budget
For a detailed analysis of the SST bias impact on the hydrological cycle we divide its response into two components: a dynamical component due to mean horizontal circulation changes δu, and a thermodynamic one, dependent on changes in mean specific humidity δq, only. According to the moisture budget equation (Eq. 2) the variation of precipitable water W in the atmosphere is determined by the sum of precipitation P, evaporation E, and convergence of vertically integrated moisture flux qu:
On long-term averages the local derivative of W is negligible small. Then, the net flux of water substance at the surface (P − E) is balanced by the convergence of vertical integrated moisture flux qu, only (Trenberth and Guillemot 1995) . Linearization of this equation and taking the
qudp. The subscript s in the fourth term on the right hand-side indicates surface quantities, overbars monthly-mean values, and primes departures from the monthly mean. The term including surface quantities results from the generic relation and will be neglected because it is mainly dependent on orographic features and small compared to the other terms (Pomposi et al. 2014 ). Considering differences in the net flux of surface water substance δ(P − E) (e.g. between sensitivity simulations and control run) we can break down Eq. 4 into forcing driven by mean circulation changes (dynamic component), and forcing due to variations in mean specific humidity (thermodynamic component):
Vertical integration of model quantities is approximated by a summation over all model levels k:
q∇ · δudp advective and divergent thermodynamic component
Since we base our analysis on monthly-mean quantities, only, in the following study we do not investigate the role of transient eddies in changing the net surface water budget. Generally, two main theories about changes in tropical rainfall exist (Huang et al. 2013) : the first one claims that tropical rainfall changes follow a "wet-get-wetter" pattern, stating that rainfall increases in already wet regions. The other theory links the increase in rainfall to those regions, where the surface warming exceeds the area-mean tropical warming ("warmerget-wetter"). As Huang et al. (2013) show in their study, the "wet-get-wetter" mechanism corresponds to the thermodynamic component (Eq. 5, terms 3 + 4 on the right hand side) while the "warmer-get-wetter" effect is directly coupled to the dynamic component (Eq. 5, terms 1 + 2 on the right hand side).
Results

Annual mean Atlantic ITCZ response
As a result of TA SST biases, annual mean precipitation changes across the tropical Atlantic are mainly characterized by an eastward shift of the rainfall maximum, and expansion and southward movement of the zonal-mean ITCZ. Tropical precipitation mainly follows maximum SSTs in our model. Bias-induced near-equatorial rainfall changes are driven by circulation changes obeying the "warmer-get-wetter" theory while changes in the subtropical eastern Atlantic are thermodynamically forced, in accordance with the "wet-get-wetter" mechanism (Sect. 3.1).
The TA SST bias pattern leads to a substantial decrease in precipitation over the northwestern tropical Atlantic (NWTA), and an increase across the SETA (Fig. 3) . The drying is most intense along the northwestern coast of South America, located above cold SST anomalies. However, a comparison shows that precipitation changes are not one-to-one associated with the SST anomalies. Increasing rainfall is located over the Gulf of Guinea and peaks at the coast of Gabon, while the SST bias pattern has its positive peak anomaly further to the south at the Namibian coast. The mean response in tropical Atlantic precipitation depends on changes in absolute SSTs induced by the bias pattern (Fig. 4) . Following high SSTs, the precipitation maximum zonally shifts eastwards. When forcing ECHAM6 with observed SSTs in the tropical Atlantic region (CTL), maximum rainfall is simulated in the west of the basin. This conforms with results from Siongco et al. (2014) who analyzed the position of the Atlantic ITCZ in AGCMs compared to observations. In their study they show that in AMIP-type simulations the model ECHAM6 misplaces oceanic precipitation clusters westwards the observed location centered over the Atlantic. Introducing the tropical Atlantic SST bias pattern (BIAS_mm) generates highest SSTs in the Gulf of Guinea and by that causes the Atlantic precipitation maximum to shift from its western location to the eastern Atlantic. The west-to-east shift of maximum precipitation is accompanied by a weakening of near-equatorial easterly trades (Fig. 4) driven by the reversal of the zonal SST gradient. Over the central Atlantic the zonal wind component is reduced to more than half of its value in CTL. Over the Gulf of Guinea zonal winds change sign yielding a westerly flow. These changes in near-equatorial low-level wind are directly coupled to anomalous rising motion at 0 • E and sinking motion around 45 • W (Fig. 5) . Vertical and horizontal circulation changes result in a substantial weakening of the Atlantic Walker circulation cell which is known to be thermally driven (James 1994) .
Besides the zonal displacement of maximum rainfall, under the influence of SST biases the annual mean ITCZ broadens towards the south (Fig. 4) . Imposed SST biases cause a meridional widening of the rain belt of about 6 • . The zonal-mean Atlantic rainfall maximum is meridionally shifted to the south. This result demonstrates that SST biases in the TA worsen the already too far southward simulated ITCZ in ECHAM6 (see Fig. 2 ). The change in meridional ITCZ structure conforms with a modification of the annual-mean Hadley circulation over the Atlantic basin (Fig. 6 ). While in CTL the branch of ascending motion is located north of the equator, BIAS_mm simulates it slightly south of the equator. Furthermore, the region of rising motion broadens in agreement with the meridional broadening of the ITCZ. The meridional modulation of the Hadley Cell branch of rising motion is associated with the large-scale interhemispheric north-south SST gradient (Table 3) . Due to the SST bias pattern we differentially warm the southern tropical Atlantic. This warming forces a southward movement of the ITCZ towards the warmed hemisphere (Schneider et al. 2014 ). In our experiment the bias pattern generates not only a weakening of the SST gradient being positive in CTL, but a reversal. Due to the intense warming south of the equator and the cooling north of the equator in BIAS_mm at the same time, the south tropical Atlantic is warmer than the north tropical Atlantic. For this reason the branch of rising motion of the Hadley Cell is displaced to the southern hemisphere.
All in all, our experiments show a close connection between SST biases in the TA and the forcing of precipitation and wind changes in ECHAM6. The response of precipitation and circulation in BIAS_mm bears high resemblance with coupled model mean state biases (Richter et al. 2012a) , as for example the weaker than observed equatorial easterlies across the Atlantic. We have also shown that precipitation changes in BIAS_mm are linked to anomalies in the tropical vertical overturning circulations.
A break down of the moisture budget equation allows for a more detailed analysis of simulated changes in the global hydrological cycle. In agreement with the southward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ the annual mean P − E difference as indicator for wet (P > E) and dry regions (P < E ) displays a migration of wet regions towards the south (Fig. 7a) . In the deep tropics (15 • S-15 • N) this hydrology change is determined by the third (divergent dynamic) term on the right hand side of the moisture budget equation (Eq. 5, Fig. 7b ):
This reveals the dominant role of mean horizontal circulation changes δu in changing the distribution of precipitation across the Atlantic compared to changes in specific humidity. This in turn satisfies the "warmer-get-wetter" theory for precipitation changes in the tropics (Huang et al. 2013 ). Furthermore, Eq. 7 emphasized that the relevant contribution of circulation changes can be reduced to the divergent component. This means that arising anomalies in horizontal divergence and convergence that couple to anomalous vertical atmospheric motion control the pattern of δ(P − E). In higher latitudes (outside 15 • S-15 • N) in the eastern basin outside the catchment area of the ITCZ changes in the net surface water budget δ(P − E) are dominated by evaporative changes. These changes are thermodynamically driven, thus driven by changes in specific humidity δq and obey the "wet-get-wetter" or rather "dry-get-drier" theory (Held and Soden 2006) . Using the moisture budget equation allows for a reduction of the forcing term to the advective thermodynamic component (Fig. 7c ):
This shows that in the considered subtropical region the response in δ(P − E) is controlled by anomalous moisture advection due to a changed gradient in specific humidity. Specific humidity is changing because of increased evaporation over the SETA due to the positive SST biases located there.
Experiments BIAS_am and BIAS_mp reproduce main characteristics in annual-mean precipitation change with similar patterns but varying amplitudes compared to the response BIAS_mm. Superimposing the tropical Atlantic annual-mean bias (BIAS_am) instead of the monthly bias climatology (BIAS_mm) leads to a slight intensification of the observed response in BIAS_mm. In case of reducing the SST bias pattern to its positive component (BIAS_mp), the annual mean precipitation response is less pronounced and mainly present in a precipitation increase along the Guinea Coast while the drying over Brazil is very weak. The intercomparison of all sensitivity experiments shows high agreement between the annual mean precipitation change and the variation of large-scale interhemispheric SST gradients in the tropical Atlantic (Table 3 ). The southward shift of the Atlantic rain belt is most pronounced in BIAS_mm and BIAS_am, as the North-South (NS) SST
gradient shows the largest weakening. In other words the bias pattern considering both positive and negative anomalies imposes a larger change of the interhemispheric energy balance by warming the South TA and cooling the North TA, than solely the component of warm SST biases. This significantly effects the ITCZ position as it controls the cross-equatorial energy flux (Schneider et al. 2014) . Considering both positive and negative anomalies in the bias pattern in BIAS_mm and BIAS_am also contributes to a larger anomalous zonal SST gradient than in BIAS_mp. This yields a less pronounced zonal wind bias in BIAS_mp and a less intense weakening of the Walker circulation. Forcing the model with the annual mean bias pattern in each month (BIAS_am) causes an overestimation of the zonal SST gradient anomaly on intraseasonal time-scales leading to an increased annual-mean zonal wind change evidencing a reversal of near-equatorial zonal winds in the eastern basin.
Influence on the seasonal cycle of the Atlantic ITCZ
The seasonal oceanic ITCZ response in the tropical Atlantic sector differs substantially between the individual SST sensitivity experiments. This is in contrast to the annual mean response which appears to be qualitatively similar in BIAS_mm, BIAS_mp, and BIAS_am (Sect. 4.1). Results show a high dependence of the ITCZ latitudinal position and the seasonal-mean meridional SST gradient between the tropical North and South Atlantic. ITCZ shifts are most pronounced in DJF in the western basin and in JJAS in the eastern basin. Zonal wind anomalies drive the strength of western Atlantic drying and eastern Atlantic wetting and are controlled by the monthly near-equatorial zonal SST gradient. Because the general structure of the Atlantic ITCZ is not zonally symmetric we will analyze it by looking at its eastern and western part separately. Under the influence of SST biases in the tropical Atlantic (BIAS_mm) western Atlantic rainfall decreases to half of the simulated precipitation in CTL from April-October due to anomalous sinking motion forced by the cold SST biases along the South American coast (Fig. 8) . As it has already been detected on annual mean time-scales, the seasonal rainfall response across the Atlantic is dynamically driven, too. Tropical Atlantic mean overturning circulations exhibit high sensitivity to the underlaying SST pattern that is substantially modified by the inclusion of SST biases. The strong linkage between SSTs and mean circulation causes a displacement of zones of maximum moisture convergence that provokes precipitation changes.
Because of the warm SST biases in the south TA, in DJF the western ITCZ shifts southward from its seasonal mean position of 5 • S-10 • N to 20 • S-5 • S (Fig. 8) , following warm SSTs. This simulated southward shift of the ITCZ in DJF depends mainly on the positive SST biases in the SETA generating a substantial interhemispheric SST gradient anomaly. This is confirmed by sensitivity experiment BIAS_mp which equivalently simulates the shift of the rain belt (Fig. 1) . In turn BIAS_am does not capture the western ITCZ shift in DJF because it does not cover the seasonal spread of positive biases across the southern Atlantic that prevails in BIAS_mm and BIAS_mp and causes the substantial southern tropical Atlantic warming.
From the analysis in Sect. 4.1 we know that the substantial drying in BIAS_mm across the western Atlantic is due to a zonal shift of the rainfall maximum to the east, driven by a slow-down of the Walker circulation, that in turn is forced by the anomalous equatorial SST gradient. Because disregarding negative biases in the pattern does not capture the strong zonal SST gradient anomaly, BIAS_mp cannot reproduce the drying taking place from April to October in the western basin. In agreement to this interpretation experiment BIAS_am that includes equatorial cold biases in the west and warm biases in the east similarly simulates the drying in the western Atlantic during boreal summer as seen in experiment BIAS_mm (Fig. 8) .
In the eastern tropical Atlantic the ITCZ is broadened towards the south accompanied by strong anomalous westerlies throughout the year when considering the full SST bias pattern (Fig. 9) . Arising near-equatorial westerly wind anomalies are due to the anomalous zonal SST gradient that generates a pressure gradient anomaly. Farther away from the equator the westerly wind anomaly is caused by the decrease of easterly momentum advection through meridional winds within the rain belt. The widening of the rain belt is most intense during winter and spring, when the ITCZ reaches almost the double of its width in CTL. During June-September, in addition to the zonal wind bias there is an anomalous meridional wind component preventing the northern flank to expand northward, causing a dry bias north of 5 • N. BIAS_mp covers the general structure of the seasonal cycle of the eastern Atlantic ITCZ response very well. This simplified sensitivity experiment however fails to produce the shift of maximum rainfall during JuneSeptember, emphasizing the contribution of cold biases near the West African Coast in the tropical North Atlantic (Fig. 1) . In experiment BIAS_am during winter and spring the precipitation increase and westerly wind bias is more intense than in BIAS_mm due to the the larger zonal SST gradient. During JJAS the annual mean SST bias shows a less intense equatorial SST gradient anomaly than monthly varying pattern in BIAS_mm. As a consequence, simulated anomalies of both precipitation and zonal wind turn out to be weaker.
Seasonal rainfall changes over adjacent continents
Our sensitivity experiments reveal that both precipitation biases over Brazil and West Africa prevailing in the coupled MPI-ESM are largely attributable to SST biases in the tropical Atlantic. In this section we will focus on seasonal rainfall changes over West Africa and Brazil during July-September, which is known to be the season most sensitive to rainfall changes forced by tropical Atlantic SSTs (Fontaine and Janicot 1996; Yoon and Zeng 2010) . For both regions we consider regional mean precipitation biases to quantify the impact of TA SST biases following our definition of the bias index (Eq. 1).
Comparing MPI-ESM precipitation over Brazil with observations shows that the coupled model produces a large dry bias both over land and over sea (Fig. 10 ). This dry bias over tropical South America is prevalent in many AOGCMs (Yin et al. 2013; Ryu and Hayhoe 2014) . It has been established that dry events over Brazil and the Amazon in general are driven by SST anomalies in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans through their influence on moisture patterns and atmospheric circulation (Yoon and Zeng 2010) . Over land, surface feedbacks and soil moisture play a role, too (Wang and Fu 2002) .
Through our experimental setup we can show that a large part of the MPI-ESM dry bias in JAS over Brazil is attributable to TA SST biases. Superposing the complete bias pattern onto the observed state reproduces large parts of this precipitation anomaly over tropical South America (Fig. 10 ). In agreement with Hagemann et al. (2013) TA SST biases amplify the dry bias over land, already present in CTL, when forcing the model with observed SSTs. Analyzing experiments BIAS_mp and BIAS_am it can be concluded that cold biases in the northwestern TA play a major role in causing this rainfall anomaly while prescribing only positive biases does have almost no effect on Brazilian rainfall. For this reason BIAS_mp does not capture the drying. Over land, the decrease in precipitation depends not only on the off-coastal cold bias but also on the large-scale equatorial SST gradient modified by the bias pattern, forcing anomalous westerlies over tropical South America (Fig. 8) . That is why the precipitation anomaly turns out to be weaker in BIAS_am than in BIAS_mm (Fig. 10) , because in BIAS_ am during JAS the anomalous zonal gradient is weaker.
In the climatological mean summer (JAS) the MPI-ESM simulates too much rainfall along the Coast of Guinea and too weak rainfall over the Sahel region (Fig. 11) . This anomalous dipole-like precipitation pattern is reproduced by our sensitivity experiments. To quantify precipitation changes during JAS over West Africa, we refer to the commonly used Guinea Coast and Sahel precipitation index. In comparison with the simulated precipitation in CTL all sensitivity experiments show a decrease in Sahel rainfall and an increase in rainfall across the Coast of Guinea (Fig. 11) . Thus all experiments are capable to reproduce the general rainfall bias signal of the coupled model. The precipitation change is driven by the decrease in land-sea temperature contrast set up by positive SST biases in the SETA. The decrease in temperature gradient results in a reduction of the pressure gradient between ocean and land which in turn weakens the onshore winds transporting moisture from the SETA to West Africa. This result fits to the change in ITCZ position (Fig. 9) : in boreal summer all sensitivity experiments display a shift of the rain belt towards the south accompanied by a widening of the rainband towards the south. The correlation between the dipole-like rainfall anomaly across West Africa and a shift of the Atlantic ITCZ conforms to other AOGCM studies (Saini et al. 2015; Druyan 2011 ).
Discussion and conclusions
As our study shows, the awareness of the influence of tropical Atlantic SST biases is important for a reliable interpretation of global climate simulations because these biases cause substantial changes in simulated regional precipitation and atmospheric circulation. The climate in the tropics is mainly determined by properties of regional rainfall. Tropical rainfall in turn is controlled by the ITCZ position and structure which is directly coupled to atmospheric overturning circulation systems (Schneider et al. 2014) . The tropical rain belt represents the ascending branches of both the Hadley cell and Walker cell. Our sensitivity experiments show that TA SST biases modify the surface energy balance in such a way that the ITCZ migrates towards the southern hemisphere, which is untruly simulated too warm. This finding matches common mean-state precipitation biases in coupled GCMs that also tend to place the ITCZ too far south (Richter et al. 2012a) . Furthermore, the reversal of the equatorial Atlantic SST gradient forced by the bias pattern causes a weakening of equatorial easterlies of similar amplitude as simulated in coupled model integrations. The reduction of zonal winds along the equator drives the weakening of the Atlantic Walker circulation. The slow-down of the zonal overturning circulation comes along with a shift of the annual-mean precipitation maximum from the west to the east. However, our experimental setup does not allow for an analysis of what comes first. Do SST biases in the TA lead to the westerly wind bias, first, and wrong winds cause the precipitation changes, or, do precipitation changes lead the circulation changes? Answering this question would guide us to a better understanding of ITCZ biases in GCMs.
With our analysis of the moisture budget equation we show that changes in the tropical hydrological cycle are mainly dynamically driven and, by that, follow a "warmerget-wetter" pattern (Huang et al. 2013 ) on annual and seasonal mean time-scales. In contrast to the study of Huang et al. (2013) , we cannot identify a "wet-get-wetter" mechanism on intraseasonal time-scales. However, in their study they investigate precipitation changes under global warming which leads to positive SST anomalies zonally more homogeneously with small variance in time, while our bias pattern shows high zonal asymmetry as well as substantial seasonal variability.
Intercomparing all sensitivity experiments emphasizes the importance of the spatial and temporal variability of TA biases for the simulated atmospheric response. With regard to a detailed analysis of the quantitative impact of SST biases on processes within the atmosphere, both BIAS_am and BIAS_mp do not serve as appropriate simplifications of the fully comprehensive bias pattern. Instead, determining the contribution of SST biases to mean-state biases in AOGCMs depends on the monthly-varying pattern used in BIAS_mm. This is especially important for the analysis of seasonal time-scale climate, as our analysis of seasonal rainfall shows (Figs. 10 and 11) .
We find that considering the seasonal cycle of positive TA SST biases (BIAS_mp) is more important for reproducing the anomalous seasonal migration of the oceanic ITCZ that is simulated in BIAS_mm, than considering the presence of cold biases in the tropical Atlantic without a seasonal cycle (BIAS_am) (Figs. 8 and 9 ). In the annual mean, the forcing in experiment BIAS_am results in an overestimation of precipitation change, while it is slightly underestimated in BIAS_mp.
Even though sensitivity experiments BIAS_mp and BIAS_am cause quantitatively different precipitation and circulation changes, both of them help to develop a better understanding of the atmospheric response to the fully comprehensive SST bias pattern. In the eastern basin, BIAS_mp produces already changes in tropical rainfall very similar to BIAS_mm. However, the intensity of precipitation change is not captured when not considering negative biases in the pattern. Substantial drying over the South American continent is only simulated when considering cold biases in the forcing pattern. This highlights the role of negative biases in the western and northern TA. Cold biases play a primary role for the decrease of Brazilian rainfall. Furthermore, these negative SST biases act as essential amplifier of anomalous large-scale meridional, interhemispheric and zonal, near-equatorial SST gradients introduced by positive biases. These amplifications increase the slow-down of the Atlantic Walker circulation as well as the southward shift of the oceanic ITCZ which causes an amplification of the atmospheric response. Overall negative biases are not minor important than positive biases, because they contribute significantly to the simulated atmospheric response by amplifying anomalous SST gradients in the tropical Atlantic region and controlling the dry bias over the western Atlantic and Brazil. This finding is supported by sensitivity experiment BIAS_am that imposes too intense TA negative biases on seasonal scales, and by that leads to an overestimation of regional Atlantic circulation and precipitation changes.
Our approach to quantify the contribution of SST biases to other mean-state biases (e.g. wind, precipitation) lacks the ocean-atmosphere interaction, which definitely plays an important role in maintaining and reinforcing or damping coupled GCM biases. This limitation might explain to some part why coupled model mean-state biases cannot be fully reproduced by our sensitivity study. For example, our sensitivity experiments do not fully reproduce the substantial positive precipitation bias along the Coast of Guinea. However, the main structure of MPI-ESM mean-state precipitation and wind biases is fairly met. This shows that mean-state biases across the Atlantic basin and adjacent continents are mainly regionally forced by TA SST biases. Furthermore, because we can reproduce coupled model mean-state biases with our idealized experiments using climatological boundary conditions, interannual variability does not play a key role in their maintenance.
Main deficit in our experiments is that the model ECHAM6 already simulates considerable wind and precipitation biases when forced with observed SSTs and SICs (Hagemann et al. 2013; Siongco et al. 2014 ). In our study we have not argued these shortcomings but simply used the control experiment as a reference state for our analyses. The lack of understanding mechanisms leading to initial biases in the atmospheric circulation model however does not allow for drawing a direct causal relationship between simulated precipitation and circulation change, and TA SST biases in the coupled MPI-ESM.
Because one important aspect of GCMs is the projection of future climate, we rerun experiments CTL and BIAS_ mm after globally increasing SST boundary conditions by 2 K. This very idealized scenario of climate change shows that the precipitation response to TA SST biases remains unchanged under global warming, assuming that the meanstate SST biases stay the same (Fig. 12) . This is an important result because it allows the transfer of our main findings to climate simulations of the future, leading to a better interpretation of future climate change. However this result should be regarded with caution. Experiments of this study reveal high sensitivity of the climate simulation to the seasonal cycle of the TA bias pattern. Already small changes in the seasonality of the bias pattern under global warming, not considered in our idealized scenario, might cause a substantial different result.
While we focused our study on the impact of tropical Atlantic SST biases on the Atlantic sector and adjacent landmasses it is important to mention that statistically significant changes in atmospheric circulation and precipitation are not confined to this region. Substantial influences can also be found on remote regions, such as the extratropics and the Indian basin. This will be addressed in another study.
(a) (b)
Fig. 12 BIAS+2K shows a very similar structure of annual-mean precipitation response as BIAS_mm (Fig. 3) . The precipitation response under global warming differs only over the western Atlantic and South America by maximum 1 mm/day. a Annual-mean precipitation difference BIAS+2K−CTL, b difference between the annual-mean precipitation changes in the global warming scenario (BIAS+2K) and the historical experiment (BIAS_mm). All values are in mm/day. Dotted areas in the right panel indicate differences statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
